
Anti-Corruption Policy of SOSEC 

Social Service Centre (SOSEC) Nepal Dailekh is a non-profitable and impartial social 

organization motivated and directed to eradicate the corruption and its connections. Corruption can 

broadly be defined as the abuse of entrusted power for private gain. The word can cover a whole range 

of abuses. This anti-corruption Policy of organization is committed to the followings issues:  

1: It promotes transparency in every participatory planning process, monitoring, evaluation, public audit 

and public hearing. 

2: Each and every members& staffs of the organization are recognized, counted and judged in terms of 

the responsibility bearings. Those to ignore the responsibilities will be the subject of organization’s 

legal provision. 

3: Every programme is conducted with pre-planning and details of budgetary information. The 

programmes without planning are discouraged. 

4: The programme coordinator gets the legal right to conduct the programme after the participatory 

planning and authentication from the Acting Committee. The working committee hasn’t right to 

hinder the activities of programme coordinator for the vested purpose. But the Committee stands 

right-ful to monitor and evaluate the activities under the interest of the organization and society. 

5: The organization promotes One-post one-person Policy and at the same time in organization program 

it also boycotts the right to assign kinsman/relatives as the supervisor. 

6: In case of providing the payment without registration and pre-print bill, there is the provision of 

maintaining testify and containing the mobile number of the related personnel in order to promote 

transparency. 

7: For the perfection of financial management& risk reduction payment is provided after the verifying 

document from Finance Section as well as approved from authorized official prescribed by program 

coordinator. 

8: The payment system of all the organization staff's monthly salary is made via their bank accounts. 

9: The organization personnel cannot be the member of recruiting committee if his/her  relatives   is/are 

participating in the recruiting competition. 

10: Annual organizational Social & Gender Audit and annual progress report publication is practicing.  

11: Our society counts the fame of the individuals in terms of the monetary income, but we judge them 

only after analyzing the fairness behind their activities. To earn money is not a crime, but it has to be 

earned fairly. 

Note: If any Complaint and Feedback related to the organization, its activities and its personnel, 

we request you to let’s know that from telephone contact to Chairman, representatives of executive 

board, call and register complaint and feedback on Toll Free no. 16608942001 and Mobile no. 

9858050104 or complain handling box or via the below email address: 
 

 

Social Service Centre (SOSEC), Nepal Dailekh 

Central Office: Nayayan Municipality, Ward No:1 

Phone no:089-410096/410187 

Fax no: 089-410093 

Email: info@sosec.org.np/socecdailekh@gmail.com 

Web Site: www.sosec.org.np 

Toll Free no: 16608942001/9858050104 

 


